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MONAROSCREENS.COM.AU

choose your product

F

ounded in 1994 by Dave and Deirdre Byatt, Monaro Screens
is a family owned and operated business that has grown
into a Canberra icon.

The same principles that the company was built on of professional
and dedicated attention to every customer are still in evidence today
as the second generation of this family business carries the business
into the next 25 years.
Monaro Screens is now Canberra’s finest and most comprehensive
designer, manufacturer and installer of made-to-measure Shower,
Bath and Security Screens, along with mirrors, glass splash backs,
wardrobe doors, retractable screens, as well as being an authorised
and licensed Crimsafe Supplier who works in conjunction with
Crimestoppers.
Our modern Fyshwick showroom is open Monday to Saturday and
features a wide variety of displays and samples.
Monday - Friday: 8:30am - 4:30pm
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Saturday: 9:00am - 2:00pm
Sunday and Public Holidays: Closed
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MONARO SCREENS PTY LTD
U4/75 Wollongong Street
Fyshwick ACT 2609
Phone: (02) 6239 2664
Email: reception@monaroscreens.com.au
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If you want the latest in shower design, yet
still retain the good looks and functionality of
a classic screen, then you’re ready for a fully
framed shower screen from Monaro Screens.
Today’s newer and slimmer designs, along
with the latest in pivot doors, are sure to be the
classics of tomorrow.
All screens are individually made to measure
enabling wider openings than traditional
sliding doors.
The clean uninterrupted spans of glass
combined with our modern slimline frame,
delivers a less obtrusive enclosure, especially
in smaller bathrooms.
The pivot doors operate smoothly on double
stainless steel pins with no moving parts.
Our modern designs are easy to clean with
magnetic seals and full length handles.

FRA MED SCR EENS

The classics never date.

www.monaroscreens.com.au
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se mi-frameless

Sometimes it’s the little
things you don’t notice
which turns the ordinary
into the extraordinary.
Like the clever yet simple
features of a semiframeless shower screen
from Monaro.
Innovations such as pivoting doors that deliver a smooth and
reliable two way operation with the added advantage of a
“hold open” mechanism.
This same self-centering
assembly ensures accurate
alignment when the door
is closed which delivers the
luxury look of smooth sight
lines.
This same style and
practicality has been carried
through to the gently
rounded low profile frame.
And to compliment your
individual style, each semiframeless shower screen
from Monaro is available in a
range of colours and durable
aluminium finishes.
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Now’s the time to experience
your new screen from Monaro
Screens.

Our customers LOVE their new screens,
however, when it comes to keeping
the glass clean and sparkling, help is
at hand. We are pleased to announce
the amazing new EnduroShield™
technology.
EnduroShield™ is a revolutionary, simple to apply,
invisible coating that repels water, soap scum & grime,
allowing you easier cleaning, less often.
EnduroShield™ is a permanent non-stick coating
ideal for all glass screens. The once only
application makes grime, dirt and soap
scum easier to clean by up to 90%.
Suitable for new or old glass it
permanently bonds to glass and
protects against staining from hard
water, lime scale and soap scum.
EnduroShield™ - It’s like water off a
duck’s back

A variety of handle
and hinge shapes are
available.

Have you considered a glass
finish for your shower space?
Made to fit any size in your
precise choice of colour. Easy to
clean and a dream to maintain
a Monaro Screens glass
shower wall will make your own
personal statement.

Doors are securely
mounted on selfcentering pivot hinges.
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When you want the ultimate in contemporary
shower screen design, then you’re ready for a
frameless shower screen from Monaro.
Frameless shower screens make smaller
bathrooms and ensuites appear larger as the
smooth transparent lines of the glass become
part of the room itself.
A frameless screen is not only elegant but
practical with simple lines and easy clean panels
and doors.

F R AMELESS

Every screen is made to measure using
toughened glass with a wide range of finishes
available from crystal clear to subtle tints and
frosting.
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When you don’t want to compromise on luxury,
then it’s time to choose a frameless shower
screen from Monaro Screens.
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BATH SCREENS

Gone are the days when limited spaces
meant compromising on design or
efficiency.
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With today’s home becoming more
compact, creative planning is needed
to ensure you enjoy the best of both
worlds in the smaller bathroom.
This is when you need the design
experience of Monaro Screens. We will
ensure you maintain that clean open
look while enjoying all the practical
aspects a glass screen will bring.
This becomes even more self evident in
smaller areas with integrated baths and
showers.
An individually manufactured screen
from Monaro will blend seamlessly into
your new bathroom or ensuite, in either
frameless or framed designs.
At Monaro we integrate practical
solutions with elegance and fashion.

A mirror from Monaro is only
limited by your imagination.
Mirrors add light and space to your
home from the dramatic to the
subtle.
All our mirrors are made to your
specifications and we can assist in
finding the right shape or size to
suit your taste. From floor-to-ceiling
to the smallest variety, no size is too
big or small for Monaro.

All mirrors feature long life heavy
duty silver backing that is designed
for bathrooms, en-suites and other
areas of temperature and moisture
extremes.
When it is time to bring out the
beauty of a room or just transform
the plain into the extraordinary,
there is a Monaro mirror for you.
Bevelled edges

Creative mirror
solutions

Mirrored wardrobe
doors

Mirrored cupboard

MIRRORS

A range of decorator edges include
bevelled, polished and framed
meaning there is a style to suit
every room.

www.monaroscreens.com.au
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WAR DROBE DO O RS

Frameless handle
design

Low profile
unobtrusive sills

Your new look bedroom is now available
at Monaro Screens.

Padded door edge
buffers for soft close

Easy glide rollers

When you’ve had enough of unsightly
shelves and unruly clothes, call us and
we’ll tailor a wardrobe door solution that
will match any decor.
Individually designed, all our doors
feature slim softly rounded aluminium
frames with a variety of finishes including
coloured glass, melamine or elegant floor
to ceiling mirrors.
All doors glide with a minimum of effort
on concealed rollers that are virtually
silent and easily adjustable ensuring they
work faultlessly for years to come.
A low profile sill makes the frames less
obtrusive and are particularly suitable for
walk-in robes.
Monaro Screens bringing order to
disorder.
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Say goodbye forever to scrubbing
messy grouting and tiles, when you
install a glass splashback from Monaro.
Available in a virtually unlimited
range of colours, our toughened glass
splashbacks will refresh and revitalise
any kitchen, new or old.
We custom measure and cut to fit for
any size kitchen, laundry or bathroom
and once installed, you’ll wonder how
you ever lived without the ease and
good looks of a glass splashback.
Wall fittings such as power and light
switches are all seamlessly fitted into
each design.
Made from the highest quality ultra
clear toughened glass, a Monaro
splashback finishes the perfect kitchen.

G LA SS SPLASH BAC KS

A glass splashback will not only
beautify your kitchen, but provides
a practical and inexpensive solution
which is easy to clean and maintain.

www.monaroscreens.com.au
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RETRACTABLE SCREENS

A retractable screen is the latest
innovation from Monaro Screens.
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A door insect screen is essential in
Australia’s summer, but there are those
times when you just want a smooth
unhindered panorama from the inside to
the outside.
That’s when it’s time for a Monaro
Retractable Screen.
Tough and secure a Monaro Retractable
Screen does everything you demand from
a top quality screen. It keeps pests and
bugs out, and when the time comes, it
rolls back into your door space to become
virtually invisible.
It’s new, it’s revolutionary and it’s here
now at Monaro
Screens. Ask for
a demonstration
today.

Screen retracts totally into a flush fitting cartridge
Screen fully retracted

Customised to suit any window or door

Screen retracted half way

Screen fully retracted

Virtually invisible
when closed

Elegant smooth looking
when fully retracted

When you want the ultimate
in home protection, demand
Crimsafe.
Crimsafe is more than just patented
security doors and windows - it
is a complete protection system
combined with modern stylish
design.
With no unsightly bars and grilles,
the protective stainless steel mesh
far exceeds Australian security door
and window standards.

Security windows offer peace
of mind knowing that in an
emergency you have the one-touch
“Safe-S-Cape” system.
Doors feature three-point locking
with triple hinges to resist the
toughest attempts to gain entry.
And now, in 2019, the brand new
Crimsafe iQ door features three
lock modules, providing sixpoint locking, and the option of
electronic access with PIN code
keypad, Bluetooth, key fob and
fingerscan.

Entry before a
Monaro Crimsafe door

Entry after a custom fitted
Monaro Crimsafe door
Crimsafe mesh resists
ember attack and
reduces radiant heat
flux and naked flame
by up to 45%

Crimsafe window
frames are fixed with
patented screws
and driver tool that
cannot be purchased

Commercial grade
frame fixing

Registered driver
tool & screws

When you’re not prepared to
compromise on safety, Monaro
Screens and Crimsafe are the
solution.

CRIMSAF E

Crimsafe’s tamper-resistant
stainless steel screw clamps “bites”
onto the mesh with a vice-like grip
to prevent it being pulled from the
frame.

Security Industry Master License #17502223

Double door option
Standard
diamond
grille screen
BEFORE
Monaro
Crimsafe
screen

AFTER
Monaro
Crimsafe
screen
fitted

www.monaroscreens.com.au
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C RIMSAFE

Crimsafe security for the
back door as well

Crimsafe Safe-S-Cape

With the patented Crimsafe Safe-S-Cape
system, you will feel totally protected by
your Crimsafe window screen, but with
the flexibility of quick one-touch opening.

Ask for a demonstration today.

Ask about our window options

Crimsafe French doors
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Curved windows

PIN code keypad
Heavy duty hinges

Announcing Crimsafe iQ Australia’s strongest stainless
steel security screen
Crimsafe iQ™ is super strong, super smart and has
passed the toughest burglar-resistance testing in the
world, making it the strongest stainless steel security
screen door in Australia.
With patented technology including superior locking
solutions, anti-jemmy heavy duty hinges and a wider,
stronger frame, Crimsafe iQ™ is highly resistant to
real-world attack.
The Crimsafe iQ™ range is our first security screen
to incorporate smart technology, giving you the
flexibility to choose between a mechanical (iQ-m) or
electronic (iQ-e) option.

Crimsafe Ultimate
French doors

Crimsafe Ultimate

A Monaro Screens Crimsafe Ultimate
screen is 40% stronger than the regular
Crimsafe product and seven times
stronger than the impact level required
by the Australian Standard.
Ultimate’s unique
sealing system
provides even more
protection against
intruders and
environmental
forces, as
well as

giving the screens a smooth profile for a
sleek modern aesthetic.
Consequently Crimsafe is so confident
of Ultimate’s strength and performance,
Crimsafe offer an extended warranty
up to 15 years. Ask for a sample of
Crimsafe Ultimate now at Monaro
Screens.

The iQ-m door features five individual lock modules,
providing ten-point locking, and mechanical key
lock.
The iQ-e door features three lock modules, providing
six-point locking, and electronic access options
including PIN code keypad, Bluetooth, key fob and
fingerscan.
Ask for a Monaro Screens
quote today.

PIN code keypad
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